
You will find here a brief outline of the interactive distance language learning project called

deaf E-SCALE - deaf E-space for Signed Collaboration Abroad on Language E-learning
(E-space Sourd de Co-Apprentissage en Langues Étrangères)

• Objective
Enhance acquisition of foreign languages through collaborative learning with Deaf peers from abroad.

• Why?
- scattered Deaf students (in France)
- few possibilities of interaction with native speakers of the foreign language
- the usual hearing language teaching methods don't fit the visual treatment of information Deaf people have

• Target group
- about a dozen Deaf sign language users
- studying at Gallaudet, in French universities or elsewhere
- degree of language mastery at beginning to be determined (but should be equivalent on both sides)
- motivated to get actively involved in the training session and consenting to be part of a research project

• Main principles (see beneath for detailed scenario)
- combination of distance learning with synchronous parts (as already usual at Gallaudet)
- collaborative learning and working on projects
- national sessions in order to prepare for the international sessions
- learning groups and tutors

• Languages in use
- written English and French
- ASL and LSF
- international signs (to which extend has to be determined)

• Expected outcomes
- gaining insights about tertiary language acquisition by Deaf people and memorization strategies depending 

on the modality
- creation of teaching material (additionally to the designing of the module itself with its learning scenarios)
- recording of mini-lectures (similar to the flipped classroom principle)
- development and testing of a sign language MOOC environment (Deaf E-space) including special features 

for visual thinking and visual language processing

• Advantages for Gallaudet
- increase interest about French language learning by enabling intercultural encounters with native speakers 

(without having to afford travel expenses)
- reduce drop-out quote in current French programs (because students will have a responsibility towards the 

quadrem-group)
- allow academics and signing students who are interested in EFL, in general language learning issues and in 

e-learning models to take part in the research project, use the collected data, get involved into publications, 
etc.

- collaboration with the ASL distance course project of Gallaudet's Deaf Studies department on e-learning 
issues

- sharing of the material conceived for the course, as well as free access to all documents on the L'@CCES-
platform 

• Working hypotheses:
- Deaf persons need a special methodology to learn foreign languages



- a signing environment and signing learning communities create an intrinsic motivation for Deaf students who 
are isolated in their universities

- group work is likely to function better between signing peers who are facing similar difficulties (especially with 
the writing of their national language) and who struggled through comparable learning journeys

- the parallel or successive learning of a signed and written foreign language bears more advantages than 
disadvantages

- the ease with which a Deaf person enters into a foreign sign language even without previous explicit learning 
can work as a springboard for the entering into a foreign written language

- by transmitting his own sign language and his own written language to foreigners, the native speaker too 
improves the knowledge he has of them

• Example of research questions that will be investigated within E-SCALE
- How do Deaf learners use the different linguistic modalities and the multimodal online environment to 

develop a writing competence?
- How may an  "advisory peer", who sometimes masters the foreign written language only on an intermediate 

level himself, instead of a hearing language expert, make the learning scenario still more productive?
- Which role plays the foreign signed language in the acquisition of the foreign written language, and which 

proportions will it take?

• Detailed scenario proposition
Various tasks have to be accomplished by bi-national groups of four ("quadrems"), supervised by a tutor. A 
quadrem's work takes place online through activities where synchronous and asynchronous exchanges are 
required. There are three steps: preparation and first staggered interactions, followed by a simultaneous 
session, and then a synthetic work made asynchronously. One synchronous session every two weeks for each 
quadrem should be a reasonable workload, especially since the time shift has also to be taken into account. To 
these French-American group work one can also add endolinguistic feedback moments to ponder over the 
learning process and review the new knowledge that has been acquired - for example in face-to-face classes 
at Gallaudet and by webcam in France.
This scenario will at first be scheduled over eight weeks and carried out twice, during spring/summer semester 
2014 and 2015. This should enable us to collect enough data for a consistent corpus, to test the learning 
module and the Deaf MOOC-like E-space, and to make changes if necessary.

• Technical details
The E-SCALE learning environment will allow to include various media like written documents, slides, chat, 
Etherpad, Prezi Meeting, forum, blogs/vlogs, video capture, videochat, videoconference, online seminars... as 
well as specific software for signed languages (video annotation, hypersign, photosign...). Along with the data 
collected from the E-SCALE platform itself, there will be also pre- and post-questionaries and interviews.
Being a pilot of a SL-MOOC, E-SCALE will also try to answer the expectations of sign language users towards 
this specific learning environment, which is designed to play an increasing role in higher education for Deaf 
learners. Therefore our project, although he won't have yet the extend of a Massive Open Online Course, will 
feature a meta-MOOC dimension, interrogating the pertinency and potentialities of such a format.

• Links to the "L'@CCES" project
The goal of L'@CCES is to make university training accessible to Deaf students. An important part of the 
project consists in an internet platform that is pooling learning resources and signing teachers/tutors. The 
recent project (co-founded by Blaise Pascal University in Clermont-Ferrand, Paris IV-Sorbonne University and 
University of Strasbourg) is currently developing learning modules in three areas: written French, foreign 
languages and French SL (LSF). (The first two areas are addressing Deaf students exclusively, the third one is 
aimed on the one hand at hearing students who wish to improve their signing skills and on the other hand at 
Deaf students who didn't benefit from bilingual schooling and hence have a lack of mastery and theoretical 
background in LSF.) The E-SCALE-module may become part of the second area.
Both platforms function on a collaborative, free basis.


